Thompson Bradley Brave new world
Novy mir: A Selection, 1925-67 Edited and introduced by MICHAEL GLENNY Jonathan Cape £5 Three years of sustained repression has cowed the Soviet literary press into dull submission. One looks in vain for even a glimmer of the hope and daring of the last decade. Censorship, of course, does not affect human lives directly, as do the secret arrests, kangaroo courts, and forced commitments to psychiatric wards, so that the present abject state especially of the literary journals has provoked less concern in the West than revelations about the fortunes of the underground (samizdat) press. Yet, the damage caused by rigid, crude censorship, the product of genuine bureaucratic fear, should be equally our concern, for its aim is to close down all outlets of expression to the newly re-awakened and vociferous intelligentsia and thereby cut off its life's blood.
Severely crippled in this process has been the most distinguished Soviet literary-political monthly Novy mir (' New World'), a direct descendant of the 'thick' journal which has played such a central role in Russian intellectual life for over 100 years. With his recent anthology of selections from Novy mir Michael Glenny offers a fitting, timely tribute to this journal at the point of its lowest ebb since the late 1940s. To Glenny our praise is due for introducing the journal to a wider audience and making available translations of some of its more exceptional works.
As is evident from some of Glenny's selections (particularly Berezhkov's 'On the Borderline of Peace and War' and Anikst's 'Rhinoceroses in New York' -and more obliquely Gladkov's ' Meyerhold Speaks') Novy mir deserves its fine reputation as much for ingenuity in circumventing the censors as for high editorial standards and courage. Its irregular, tardy appearance on the newstands always remains a sure sign of the continuing struggle. Censorship under the aegis of Glavlit is an unutterably frustrating and debilitating experience (see INDEX nos.3-4, 1972) . It provides a veritable paradise for the hypocrite and time-server and mirrors in its oppressive philistinism and arrogance the deadly portrayal of tsarist bureacracy by the 19th century dramatist Sukhovo-Kobylin. The destructive power of the censor extends far beyond the arbitrary right to deny publication or demand cuts and changes in a completed work. More pernicious is the anxiety this power creates within the writer while writing, and the subtle deformation it effects in order that a work may be made acceptable -all brilliantly depicted in The First Circle through the figure of the writer Galakhov. Or the despair that kills true creative impulse and aborts the desire to create even before it has been tried. The effects are felt not only immediately but for generations, as the tortured, hesitant revival of art after Stalin bears witness.
Censorship may be effective only in an intellectual and creative vacuum. It is not the whole problem, vile as it may be. Over two notable periods, although admittedly in somewhat freer times, by persistence and wit Novy mir provided its readers with a rich and varied diet of new works by first rank writers, poets, playwrights as well as promising first attempts side-by-side with reminiscences, political analysis, articles on science and economics, and acute literary criticismdespite Glavlit. In those remarkable earlier periods under the editorship of Vyacheslav Polonsky and later under Alexander Tvardovsky Novy mir refused to accept the existence of a cultural vacuum. Under quite different conditions both men ensured some form and hope of continuity in the best tradition of Russian art and letters.
As all chief editors of the journal, Polonsky was a party member, but he was also a member of the internationalist revolutionary intellegentsia and a most capable and erudite literary critic. He firmly believed that unfettered, multifaceted art for all the dissonance it produced was not only desirable but necessary to the development and life of a truly socialist society. In all his writings and his editorial policy at Novy mir he consistently reflected this perspective. Polonsky was engaged in a rearguard action of the retreat before the emerging Stalinist policy of total conformity and its dogma of bureaucratic realism, to use Georg Lukacs' apt term. It was a losing battle only momentarily, for it helped to sustain the tradition and to establish the principle firmly enough for another day. Though his choices are excellent, it is a pity that Glenny included merely two works for this period.
Tvardovsky was confronted with a more arduous task after the long Stalinist night, and he had decidedly less confidence in the creative relationship of art to politics and markedly less support than had Polonsky. Compromised as he was by the past and comprise as he had to in his high Party position, Tvardovsky nevertheless reestablished Novy mir as a forum for the resurgent intelligentsia, crying out for a new art and an unvarnished look at the past. A talented poet, he was quick to find and encourage new, honest talent and, what was more risky, fought to publish suppressed works of purged artists and the often brutal writings of the survivors. It is a mark of his courage that for so long he stood alone exposed to attack, balancing between his ever more contradictory roles as Party member and poet-editor. The present book is mainly given over to Tvardovsky's tenure at Novy mir and is most complete in its representation of the literary side of his efforts with selections from Pasternak, Tsvetayeva, Bulgakov, Meyerhold and Solzhenitsyn. But the journal pressed the de-stalinisation campaign on a much broader front, and one misses the memoirs and political and historical articles which figured so prominently in practically every issue.
Valuable as it is, Glenny's book raises some unkind questions: for whom was it intended and why is it so lopsided in its emphasis? Surely it is not for the specialist who has access to the originals, since where his need is greatest -for works from the rare early numbers of Novy mirthe selections are most limited. Nor can it be directed towards the general reader to acquaint him with a varied offering of new works and authors, for the major emphasis is on literary works by already well-known authors. Why, one is forced to ask, is so much new and unknown material omitted? Glenny notes these criticisms and honourably takes full responsibility. One suspects that the publishers may have forced an uneasy, ' practical' compromise onto the editor and that they must take the blame for the lopsided result. In spite of that, it is a worthwhile book if but for the stories of Pilnyak, Platonov and Tarsis. One may only hope that the publishers will one day have the foresight to let Michael Glenny complete the project with several more volumes.
Ben Whitaker In the land of the blind
The Smith regime's censorship in Rhodesia, described by Judith Todd in INDEX nos.3-4, has its significant as well as its ludicrous side. It is encouraging that the regime, which outwardly professes such confidence, shows itself to be afraid of the effect of the publication of the mere name of Joshua Nkomo, the Rev. Sithole, or Garfield or Judith Todd. Mr Van der Byl and his censors have also succeeded in the difficult task of alienating all the Rhodesian newspapers -which normally are about as radical as the Daily Telegraph -so that, although far from sympathetic to African aspirations, they now despise the Rhodesian Front as well as thinking it misguided commercially. To this extent the censorship, as it so often is when crude and tangible, has been counter-productive (as well as inept: the Bulawayo Chronicle once printed in its Stop Press the story which it had been made to remove from its front page).
Another consequence, more perhaps of the ' censorship mentality' which leads to self-censorship than of censorship itself, is the extraordinarily blinkered horizon of the Rhodesian Front supporters. Everyone outside the laager is out of step with those inside. Anyone opposing them must be a communist. The Pearce Commissioners must be gullible if not corrupt. Archaeologists are wrong to believe that any ancestors of the ' munts' (the Shona word for ' child' or ' dumb one') could
